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Abstract

During the recent years, the vacancy rating of commercial retail real estate 

increased. It is unlikely that all these vacant buildings will be reused by retailers, and 

demolishing all these buildings is neither an option. Redevelopment from retail to 

residential use could be a solution. However, the reallotment of these buildings can 

be a challenge because of different building geometry. The genetic algorithm could 

provide computational assistance in reallotment of buildings.

The goal of this investigation is to design residential apartments on the building floor 
of a retail building. The following research question was investigated for this study: 

How to generate new optimized residential floor plans in a transition project? To 

answer this question, the former V&D Eindhoven building is used as a case study 

project.

A genetic algorithm uses fitness functions to find an optimized solution to a problem. 
To answer the research question, fitness functions have been programmed, 
to find a floorplan solution. The algorithm has generated varying results with 
different apartment types. Floorplans with thirty studio apartments and plans with 

a combination of different apartment types were outcomes of the algorithm. The 

floorplans with a combination of different apartment types efficiently covered 
the available space. Therefore, one of these optimal floorplans was used in the 
elaboration of the building design. 

The outcome of the algorithm is used to create a final floorplan of the former V&D 
building. The floorplan scheme is transferred to a realistic floorplan mapping. 
Moreover, the façade of the V&D Eindhoven is completely changed to express the 

new residential function. A playground area and greenery were added in the atrium 

to offer quality because sufficient facilities in the neighborhood are absent. 

This research demonstrates how a genetic algorithm could support an architect 

with reallotment of a building. However, additional research is desired to enable 

generalization of the algorithm to other projects and buildings possible.  
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In the fi rst quartile of 2016 multiple retail chains had to fi le for bankruptcy. One of 
these retail chains was the department store company Vroom & Dreesman (V&D). 

The bankruptcy of this retailer raised the amount of vacant square meters of 

shopping area with 300.000 square meters in The Netherlands. This resulted in an 

increase from ten till fi fteen percent (NU.nl, 2016). It is unlikely that all vacant square 
meters are again used by retail stores, due to changed consumer behavior. This 

change might be caused by the upcoming of internet stores (KPMG Advisory N.V., 

2016; Capgemini, 2013). Demolishing all these square meters is not the solution 

to this problem (ABN-Amro Bank N.V. MeesPierson, 2016). Therefore, buildings 

should be redeveloped for new sorts of use. Studies investigating the reuse or 

redevelopment of real estate demonstrated four issues that could occur, resulting in 

a less successful redevelopment.

First, building legislation changes from time to time, because policies are stricter 

compared to those from fi fty years ago. New insights in environmental and human 
wellbeing drive these changes. An example of changing building legislation is the 

buildings fl oor height. For example, a living room in a house should have a minimum 
fl oor height of 2,40 meters in 1992 (Nex2us B.V., 2015). While the height changed 
to 2,60 meters in 2003. The changes in legislation could result in buildings that do 

not comply with the current building legislation if an old non-residential building 

is redeveloped to houses. Therefore, the recent version of the Dutch building 

legislation has specifi c laws concerning the redevelopment of existing buildings. 
(BRIS B.V., 2012; Nationaal Programma Herbestemming, 2014). This is different to 

the previous version, whereby changes made to an existing building had to comply 

with the then current legislation. 

Figure 1: News article on NOS website, announcing bankrupty of Vroom & Dreesman
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Second, the zoning plans, defined by the municipality, do not correspond with the 
new assigned function if a building is redeveloped. Municipalities can change the 

zoning plans, if they agree with the proposed changes. This is a formal process, 
which requires the approval of the municipality council. For example, in the 

Strijp-S area of Eindhoven (Figure 2), the municipality decided to take a different 

approach, because they discovered that the imposed rules are not the problem but 

how authorities address the legislation. Instead of changing the zoning plan, the 
municipality gave temporary exemptions to the developers of the industrial heritage, 

which in this specific case have no expiration date. The Eindhoven municipality had 
an active role in the redevelopment and advised redevelopers how to comply with 

all the involved legislation (Nationaal Programma Herbestemming, 2014).

Figure 2: Strijp-S area Eindhoven
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Third, the fi nancial nature could infl uence a successful redevelopment. Commercial 
real estate, which consists of retail or offi ce buildings, is considered to be more 
profi table compared to other real estate types, this results in a higher building value 
(Geltner & Miller, 2001). Commercial real estate is regularly located on prominent 

locations and, therefore, accessible by public transport. These specifi cations are 
attractive for potential tenants. However, market conditions are changing; The 

Netherlands has a greater offer in square meters of shopping real estate than 

demanded. This is expected to grow even more, because of changing consumer 

behavior (KPMG Advisory N.V., 2016; Capgemini, 2013). Therefore, empty 

commercial real estate needs to be demolished or redeveloped into a different 

function. There is a downside to this, because redeveloping the function into a less 

profi table function decreases the value of the building. This is inconvenient for real 
estate owners, because a lower value means that the fi nancing options become 
limited if the building is collateral for fi nancing. Some banks even require that the 
value of the devaluation directly is redeemed on the mortgage (ABN-Amro Bank 

N.V., 2015; ING Bank N.V., 2015). The scheme in fi gure 3 explains this mortgage 
repayment. This repayment requirement forces real estate owners to make a diffi cult 
decision, they regularly do not have the means to fund the redevelopment of the 

building and to redeem the devaluation value to the bank. Redevelopment of real 

estate is, therefore, an expensive operation, sometimes more expensive than owning 

a building without tenants. A case study of the heritage redeveloper Nationale 

Maatschappij tot Behoud, Ontwikkeling en Exploitatie van Industrieel Erfgoed 
(BOEi) in the Netherlands shows that without subsidy redevelopments would be 
unprofi table (Nationaal Programma Herbestemming, 2014).

Figure 3: Scheme funding repayment in redevelopment projects

€ loan / mortgage

€ building value devaluation

Redevelopment with 

building value devaluationn
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Fourth, the reallotment of the building is an issue. Dividing a major building into 

smaller units, for example multiple apartments or smaller office units, can be 
challenging and time consuming for the architect and the redeveloper due to a 

complex floorplan. A balance between the (architectural) concept, the possible 
separation and the expected expenses, are required for the final reallotment plan. 
To reduce the redevelopment costs, architects and real estate companies choose to 

maintain the load bearing structure of the building. However, this structure could not 

have the ideal measurements for the new function, balancing these two conditions is 

challenging and time-consuming for the architect. (Adviescommissie Plabeka, 2011; 

Nationaal Programma Herbestemming, 2015). Computational assistance could help 

the architect in this process. Computers have the ability to execute a process in a 

shorter time frame, compared to humans. Until now, there is no existing software 

application that has the ability to assist architects with the reallotment of a building. 

The first three issues: building legislation, zoning plan and financial issue, are 
unsolvable through architecture or building technology. The introduction of the 

current version of the Dutch building legislation changed a considerable number 

of the rules, making it easier to comply with in a redevelopment project. The zoning 
plan example of the Eindhoven municipality, demonstrates that a creative approach 

towards function change can lead to a successful redevelopment with function 

changes. 

The financial part of the redevelopment of buildings is an issue that demands a total 
change in the determination of the value of real estate. Current method, confronts 

real estate owners with devaluation of the building value when the function is 

changed. This devaluation has an impact on the financing opportunities of the real 
estate owners. 

Architecture and building technology, could solve the reallotment problem in a 

building. Floorplan shapes can make reallotment a difficult exercise to complete, 
automated floorplan generation could provide assistance in the search for the ideal 
reallotment. 
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In recent years, several studies into floorplan generation have been conducted to 
assist architects and the decision making process. Caldas (2001) researched an 

‘Evolution-based generative design system using adaption the shape architectural 

forms.’ Using the genetic algorithm to design a simple house, shaped to perform 

in a specific climate.  In later studies by Caldas, the field of research focused to 
generate optimized buildings that preform excellent on thermal and daylight entry 
conditions (Caldas & Norford, 2002; Caldas, 2008).  The genetic algorithm is not 

the only method of generative design in recent studies. Gero and Kazakov (1996) 
demonstrated the possibility of shape-grammars to solve design problems. More 

recent Ruiz-Montiel, et a.l (2013) investigated the opportunity to design a floorplan 
using shape-grammars. Floorplan generation based on shape-grammars is not the 

only adoption of the shape-grammar system, shape-grammars can be to analyze 
building floorplans. Stiny and Mitchell (1978) used shape-grammars to analyze 
multiple villa’s designed by Palladio. Slagter and De Vries (2013) demonstrated 

a landscape generator based on shape-grammars. Other generative design 
techniques are Cellular Automata, Swarm Intelligence and Lindenmayer Systems. 

Singh and Gu (2012) compared all these five generative design techniques and the 
implementation of these techniques in software applications. During the preliminary 

investigation for this research, the five generative design methods have been 
analyzed. The genetic algorithm was selected after this analyses as a generative 
design method. Previous research methods showed potential of the genetic 

algorithm to solve the re-allotment issue in building transformation. 

The results of studies into building redevelopment show one problem that could be 

solved by architects: the re-allotment of a building. This problem is occasionally a 

challenging task for the architect. Computational assistance could help the architect 

in re-allotting the building. The desired result is a “floorplan generator” based on the 
genetic algorithm. The generator should generate solutions in a limited time, so it a 

useful assistant to the architect. 

Main research question

How to generate new optimized residential floor plans in a transition project?

Sub research questions

Is a genetic algorithm capable of generating multiple solutions of possible floor 
plans in a limited time frame?

What sort of configuration of apartment types has the most optimized usage of floor 
space?





Building vacancy
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The market for commercial real estate has had a setback, since the beginning of 

the economic crisis in 2008. Since this economic crisis, the Dutch national vacancy 

percentage has increased and is a total of all the vacant commercial real estate in 

the Netherlands. 

There are two types of building vacancy: frictional vacancy and structural vacancy. 

Frictional vacancy often has a defined time plan of vacancy.  It is always temporary 
and is approximately 4% of the total supply (Economisch Instituut voor de Bouw 

(Economic Institute of Build Environment), 2010). This vacancy can be the result 

of major renovation, or vacancy during relocations. Frictional vacancy often has 

a defined time plan of vacancy. Structural vacancy is building vacancy with an 
undefined time plan. The building is available for occupation, however, there is 
no buyer of tenant interested in the building. The data presented in this report is a 

combination of frictional vacancy and structural vacancy.

Between 1968 and 2016 the total square meter of retail floor grew with a factor of 
five. This due to the growth of the shops. In 1968, the average retail store was a total 
square meter of 50 while in 2016 this average was 284 square meter (PBL; 2016). 

The Planbureau voor de Leefomgeving (PBL; 2016) published the annual report 

about “retail building vacancy” in the Netherlands in September 2016. For the first 
time in history, the percentage of vacant shopping square meters was higher than 

10 % (PBL; 2016). Comparing to 2015, this was over 1% higher and PLB argued 

that the contraction of the retail market caused this increase. Another important 

aspect that influences this development is the contradiction of shopping floors. For 
the first time since 2004, the total square meter of shopping floor has contracted 
(Rijksoverheid Nederland, 2016). This contradiction is partially caused by the 

bankruptcy of several nationwide operating retail chains in 2015.

Causes of building vacancy

First reason for building vacancy is population related. Large retail areas in the 

largest cities of the Netherlands have a low vacancy rate. In these cities vacancy 

occurs in the smaller retail areas and shopping malls in residential neighborhoods. 

Population decline in the more rural areas is in the smaller cities the biggest 

influence on the vacancy of shopping area (Rijksoverheid Nederland, 2016).
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Figure 4: Shopping street in city of Heerlen, with high vacancy rating.
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Second reason for building vacancy are changes in the retail market. The changes 

in the retail market are partially caused by the upcoming of the Internet. Internet 

shopping has increased with 16,1 % in 2015 compared to 2014. (Thuiswinkel.org, 

2016) The Dutch Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS; 2016) reported that 71% of the 

Dutch population had bought a product or service online in 2015. Multiple reasons 

for online shopping exist such as, convenience, price and greater range of choice. 

The increase of online shopping affects the ‘offline’ shopping in stores in vacancy 
and number of shops.

Third reason for building vacancy is of a financial nature. Changing the function 
of a building influences the value of the building. Commercial real estate is the 
most profitable form of real estate. So, redeveloping the building to a function that 
is less profitable function decreases the value of the building. This is inconvenient 
for real estate owners, because a lower value means that the financing options 
become limited if the building is collateral for financing. Some banks even require 
that the value of the devaluation directly is redeemed on the mortgage (ABN-Amro 

Bank N.V., 2015; ING Bank N.V., 2015). This requirement forces real estate owners 

a to make a difficult decision, they regularly do not have the means to fund the 
redevelopment of the building and to redeem the devaluation value to the bank. 

Redevelopment of real estate is, therefore, an expensive operation, sometimes more 

expensive than owning a building without tenants.

Consequence of building vacancy

However, different opinions about vacancy exists. While multiple sources focus 

on external reasons of the decrease of the number of shops a study of Gielen 

(2012) showed that frictional vacancy does not affect the shopping street and it is 

partly a natural process. Vacant buildings become a problem when the vacancy 

is structural. The vacant building disrupts the shopping street. This disruption, 

negatively influences the pleasant shopping ambiance (Figure 4). Consumers do not 
feel pleasant in the street, and they will avoid the unpleasant areas. This is the start 

of a vicious circle of vacancy and degradation. The renting prices will decrease and 

investments in building maintenance will be postponed. All these factors accelerate 

the vacancy of a shopping street resulting in bigger problems for the shopping 

street, regarding to store occupancy (Gielen, 2012).
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Solutions

The Dutch minister of Economic Affairs stated in a radio interview, with BNR-radio, 

that the vacancy of retail buildings, needs to be solved by reducing the total retail 

area (BNR, 201; NU.nl, 2015). 

‘’There should definitely be meters from the market removed, it is absolutely 
necessary. If you know that there is currently 8% vacancy rate and that there is a 
third overcapacity, it is somewhere between 8 and 33% in.” 

Minister Kamp (Economic Affairs)

Reducing retail square meters out of the market results to a function change of the 

building. This alteration, is a delicate process for two reasons. The first reason is 
legislation issues. Zoning plans dictate function use of the building. Zoning plans 

are not easily changed, the municipal council has to approve the function change 

request, which is a time-consuming process. The second reason is mentioned 

earlies as a cause of vacancy: negative financial impact of function change for the 
building owner. Therefore, good financial and feasibility analyses is required before 
function change process is started. 

Since 2015, several plans have been presented to reduce retail building vacancy. 

The first plan is “The Retailagenda”. The Ministry of Economic Affairs has made 
agreements with retailers, property owners and local governments and were 

presented on 12 May 2016 (Ministry of Economic Affairs, 2016). The agreements 

focus on the reduction of retail area and vitalizing the existing retail areas. A special 
team investigates which retail areas should be taken out of the market. Additionally, 

expansion plans are critically scrutinized. The goal of these agreements in the 
Retailagenda is to focus on retail area quality instead of quantity. 

Secondly Minister Kamp also stated that he wants to change legislation, which 

would make is simpler to have hospitality services combined with retail, for example 

a clothing store with a coffee bar (Business Insider, 2015).

Solutions to the vacancy problems can also be found in a different part of the 

commercial real estate market, namely the market for office buildings. This market 
is confronted with higher vacancy percentages that the retail building market. 

More than 16% of the square meter of office buildings was vacant in 2013 (Dongen 
van, Buitelaar, & Breedijk, 2013). Structural office building vacancy is a problem, 
since the “internet bubble bust” in 2001 (Dongen van, Buitelaar, & Breedijk, 2013). 
This area of the real estate market is subject to building function change as well. 

Geraedts and van der Voordt developped a quick-scan “Conversion of vacant office 
buildings”  to determine if transformation of a vacant office building to residential 
is suitable. This quick-scan consistst of two parts, the first part investigates the 
potential building while the second part investigates potential target groups, 
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that could live in the building after the transformation. In addition to this, Remøy 

and Van Der Voordt (2007) conducted a study into the risks and feasibility of 

office transformation projects, based on case studies (Remøy & Van Der Voordt, 
2007). The study highlighted several factors that influence the success of office 
transformation projects. First, the building itself because dome buildings need 

a radical change that often results into higher transformation costs. Moreover, 

the floorplan dimensions of the building does not match with the regularly used 
dimensions in residential buildings. Second reason is the location; a building far 

from facilities such as a supermarket, is not attractive to potential residents. In 

general, most commercial real estate related to office buildings are not placed in 
city centers or neighborhoods but situated at the borders of the town or at separated 

industrial sites. So, transforming office buildings to a residential function might be 
problematic because of the location. The third factor is the local government such 

as a municipality. For transformation of a building is in most cases a change of the 

zoning plan necessary. Getting the zoning plan changed can be a difficult and 
lengthy procedure. Regarding to the municipality of Eindhoven, this procedure 

requires at least one year (Gemeente Eindhoven, sd).

To conclude, structural building vacancy should be avoided for multiple reasons. 

Shopping streets become unpleasant when vacancy ratings increase, that will 

lead to building value depreciation. The Dutch ministry of Economic affairs has 

presented a plan to reduce the structural vacancy of retail buildings. The office 
building market is struggling longer with structural vacancy. The transformation 

of offices into apartment buildings is something that is done for a longer time 
compared to transformation of retail buildings. As a result, there have been studies 

on the success factors of office transformation. The results of these studies provide 
success factors that are also applicable to the transformation of retail buildings. 

The quick-scan of Geraedts and van der Voordt (2002) is to a large extend usable 

for the transformation of retail buildings as well, because of the structure and 

evaluation criteria. In Chapter 6 the quick-scan will be used in an analyses of the 

V&D Eindhoven. 





Genetic Algorithm
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The Genetic Algorithm (GA) is developed by a team of employees and students 

at the University of Michigan, supervised by John Holland. The GA operation is 

inspired by the Darwinian Natural Selection theory (Goldberg, 1989:  Shiffman, 2016:  

Sivanandam & Deepa, 2008:  Vose, 1999).

The GA is an evolving type of algorithm that finds the optimal solution for a problem. 
It is an alternative of the standard “brute force” search techniques. A standard brute 
force search, generates every possible solution to finally find the best solution. 
This is a search method that requires time and calculation power of a computer 

(Shiffman, 2016).

The GA learns from every solution, it generates and considers every single 

outcome to improve the next generated solution. A computer can execute multiple 

calculations at the same time and therefore, it is able to simultaneously generate 

multiple solutions. A group of possible solutions is called a population in a GA. Each 

population member is evaluated on its fitness rating as the best solution. If none of 
the members scores a 100% fitness, the algorithm generates a new population. The 
results of the fitness scores are used to generate a new population. It is important 
that population members are different, because if all the population members are 

the same, the generated new population will be the same as well. The GA requires 

diversity to evaluate a good solution or a bad solution. The GA can only generate 

new solutions if the population is diverse. Because of this diversion requirement, 

one could argue that the GA desires low scoring fitness members in the population. 
This evaluation of each solution provides the GA also the possibility to skip possible 

solutions that would not lead to a positive result (Goldberg, 1989).

For example: code breaking.

If the numbers of the pin code 4285, are evaluated like this 4285 the GA remembers 

that the first and last number are correct. This knowledge, leads the GA in the right 
direction, because the next generated solution will contain elements that were 

evaluated as good. This heredity reduces the number of calculations compared to a 

standard brute force search method. 
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When all the population members are evaluated and none of the members are 

evaluated as 100% correct, a new population is generated. The GA considers 

the population members with the highest fitness-score of the previous population 
to generate a new population. However, the GA does not only depend on the 

best population members to find the solution. If it would only depend on the best 
members, the population members would start to become similar. The difference 

between the population members would become smaller. This lack of difference 

makes it difficult for a GA to find the solution. Therefore, the GA demands variation 
within the population. The GA uses the techniques “selection”, “crossover”, and 
“mutation” to create a population that always has variation (Goldberg, 1989  
Shiffman, 2016  Sivanandam & Deepa, 2008  Vose, 1999).

Population

The population is the group of possible solutions, used by the GA (Figure 5). 

One single solution is called a population member, individual or genotype.GA’s 
have been used in multiple research projects, in each GA the basics structure is 

the same. Smaller parts are unique to optimize the product or design you want 
optimized. 

Most GA’s have a fixed population size, which is determined by the computer 
programmer or the operator of the GA. The population size can have an impact 
on the total search time for the best solution. Generating more solutions at once, 

results in a higher chance of finding a result. In addition, it reduces the number 
of population generations. A bigger population has the potential of faster solution 

finding. Although, a population of just two members is capable to find a solution. 
The MonaLisa project of Johansson is an excellent example of a two-member 

population. (Johansson, 2008)

Over last decade, several studies have been conducted in the field of dynamic 
population sizes. Ma and Krings (2008) have researched the potential of 
dynamically changing population sizes. Resizing of the population is influenced by 
the average fitness of the population (Ma & Krings, 2008).  
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DNA

DNA in a GA are the properties of the population members. The GA requires DNA 

to work. For example: if a population member is an apartment, a property of that 

apartment could be the total square meter area. The properties can be changed by 

the GA to fi nd the best solution. 

There are several ways to express the DNA. A common representation is a binary 

string of 0’s and 1’s. Other representations are possible depending of the problem. 

Fitness function

The fi tness function is the most important element of a GA because this part of 
the GA evaluates each population member on its performance as a solution. The 

fi tness function is a mathematical formula that uses constraints to evaluate the 
solution and subsequently determents the fi tness score. For example, a constraint 
for example could be the minimum square meter area of a room, or the minimum 

distance between two elements. A GA can evaluate solutions on different constrains; 

however, each constrain is a different fi tness function. In the case of multiple fi tness 
functions, the results of the different fi tness functions are combined into one overall 
fi tness score. 

Figure 5: Graphical representation of a population
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Average fitness versus step by step fitness

A GA can calculate the total the fitness of a population individual in different 
methods. 

• The first method calculates an average fitness per individual of all the different 
fitness functions. Advantage of this method is that the Ga evaluates al conditions 
at the same time. Disadvantage is that is not clear which one of the fitness 
functions is difficult to for fill.

• The second method searches for a solution step by step, with each fitness 
function reveals as a step. An advantage of this method is that is more clear 

which fitness functions are difficult to fulfill comparing to the first method. 
The optimization space becomes smaller with each step and is therefore a 
disadvantage. The GA learns about the fitness scores of each population 
individual, and will leave parameters untouched if these parameters are correct 

in the next fitness function as well. This “rightness” of the parameters in multiple 
fitness functions becomes a disadvantage when those are wrong in the next 
fitness function. The GA knows and remembers that a solution was good in the 
first two fitness function. So, the GA will carefully change the parameters to meet 
the requirements of the third fitness function. Because those changes could 
result in not fulfilling one or two previous fitness functions. The order of different 
fitness functions is important in the step by step version.

If the search for a result is complicated, it is possible to make the fitness function 
exponential. Creating the fitness function exponential, the better scoring elements 
have a higher potential of being uses as “parents” for the new generated population. 
By optimizing the fitness function the total number of generations could be reduced. 

Evolving the Population

To improve the population with each generation and secure diversity within the 

population, the GA combines three systems to manage the evolving. Those systems 

will be described in this section.  

Selection

The best population members, based on their fitness, will be selected, and those will 
replace the weaker members.
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Crossover

Crossover selects two population members and shuffl es the string of chromosomes 
of two “parent genes” resulting to two new “child genes”.  

Figure 6 shows a graphical representation of the crossover function.

Several types of crossover consists, the difference is the number of cross-over 

points. In some cases a direct swap is not possible, due to the chosen chromosome 

representation. In most of these cases the algorithm searches for an ordered 

list. The “Travelling Salesman Problem” , Figure 7, is an example of a situation in 
which an direct crossover is not possible. The desired result is a list of cities with 

the shortest traveling distance without visiting cities more than once. A standard 

crossover could produce “child genes” with double cities in the list. In these cases 
an “ordered” crossover, Figure 8, can be used.

Figure 6: scheme crossover

Figure 7: Traveling salesman problem Figure 8: scheme ordered crossover
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Figure 10: Overal scheme of Genetic Algorithm
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Figure 9: Scheme mutation

Mutation

Mutation replaces a randomly chosen chromosome with a chromosome that has a 

different “state”. Figure 9 shows a scheme of the mutation function. 

The unpredictable total search-time is one disadvantage of GA because the fi rst 
population is randomly generated (Shiffman, 2016). It is unknown how successful 

the fi rst generated population will be evaluated in the fi tness evaluation. It is 
possible that one of the population members in the fi rst generation already scores 
a 90% fi tness. However, a fi tness of 5% for the best member is also possible. In the 
5% situation, more evolvement of the population and thus time is necessary to fi nd 
the best fi nal solution. 

Figure 10 is a schematic representation of the Genetic Algorithm.

Genetic algorithm in programming scripts.

There are different active programming languages in the world. Each programming 

language has specifi c purposes, goals and (dis-) advantages. The Floorplan 
Algorithm (FA) is written in the programming language Java. This language 

is chosen because it is a language with a large supporting community and is 

supported by the computer operating systems Microsoft Windows and Apple’s 

macOS. Each programming language is different, although, languages share 
similarities as well. For example, the most general used elements in programming 

such as if-statements, loops, and list of data. 





Genetic Algorithm 
with Floorplan 

Reallotment 
Fitness Functions
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To solve reallotment of a building a Genetic Algorithm with Floorplan Reallotment 

Fitness Functions (FRFF) was developed. Because it is a genetic algorithm it 

functions on the evolutionary principals. This means that the FRFF has the functions; 

“selection”, “cross-over” and “mutation” build in to evolve the population and uses 
“fi tness functions” for evaluation of the population members. 

Finding the optimized solution of fi lling an existing building with residential 
apartments in a limited time frame is the purpose of the FRFF. The redevelopment 

of existing (commercial) real-estate to residential use can be diffi cult, because the 
existing building is, for example, originally built for retail usage, and therefore the 

geometry has been optimized for retail use. The geometry of residential buildings 
is different from retail usage. This geometry difference might be diffi cult for an 
architect to fi nd the optimized fi ll in for residential apartments on a fl oor that was 
originally build for retail use. 

Apartments

The apartments are defi ned by the “Rectangle object” form the Java library. This 
object can be used for square meter calculations. In the standard Java library is the 

graphical display of a rectangle pre-defi ned as well. The rectangle object needs 
four parameters to create a rectangle. The fi rst two parameters defi ne the position, 
these parameters are the X- and Y-coordinate. The last two parameters defi ne the 
size of the rectangle: width and height. Figure 11 shows the principle of the four 

parameters. In the FRFF all the apartments together are one population member. 

The parameters that defi ne the apartments are the DNA.

Figure 11: Scheme apartment
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Building geometry

The case study building, the former V&D building in Eindhoven is a building 

with multiple corners and those are not all perfect ninety degree. Using the Java 

rectangle object for representation of the building geometry is not ideal, because 

that is an object with four ninety degree corners. So, for the V&D Eindhoven the 

polygon object will be used. It is defi ned by corner points and draws a line between 
these points. The polygon object can have more than four corner points and, 

therefore, it is possible to create objects that are not perfect rectangles. The polygon 

is then converted to a Java Area object considering that editing of the shape object 

is possible. Merging several area objects or subtract area objects from each other, 

could be different edit operations in the polygon object. During the development 

phase of the FRFF, a polygon with a rectangular shape was used for testing. Figure 

12 and 13, show the polygon shapes used in the FRFF.

Figure 13: Abstracht rectangular polygon

Figure 12: Polygon shape V&D Eindhoven
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Starting of the algorithm 

Before the algorithm is started, the operator of the FRFF, determines the number of 

generated apartments. The number of apartments determents the length of the DNA 

string. Which is the basis for one population member. 

The apartment parameters will be randomly generated when the algorithm has 

started. The Java library provides several random number generator solutions. The 

FRFF uses a bounded random number generators, which selects a number between 

a predefi ned range. This range is implemented so that the FRFF performance will 
be improved. Restricting the range of the number generators controls the GA in 

the right direction at the start, and avoids the generation of solutions which are 

impossible. 

For example, Figure 14 shows that if a building fl oorplan is ten meters wide, 
generating an apartment with a width of 15 meters is time wasting.

Figure 14: Apartment wider than building fl oorplan

Figure 15: Apartment out of fl oorplan bounds

Moreover, Figure 15 demonstrates that the generation of an apartment that is even 

not confi rm on the fl oorplan because the coordinates are out of bound.
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Fitness functions. 

The FRFF has multiple fi tness functions to fi nd the optimal solution for fi lling an 
existing building with apartments. The FRFF is focused to fi nd the optimal usage of 
building fl oor in this project. As stated earlier, the algorithm starts with the specifi ed 
number of apartments. The FRFF determines by itself what type the apartments 

should be, this is determent by two fi tness functions; The “Floor Cover” and the 
“Min-maximum” fi tness function. The Floor Cover fi tness forces the apartments to be 
of a certain size to cover a minimum percentage of building fl oor. The Min-maximum 
fi tness function controls the minimum and maximum square meter boundaries per 
apartment type.

Figure 17: square meter 

fi tness fucntion

Floor cover fi tness

A fl oor coverage function is implemented, to prevent the FRFF 
generating apartments that only cover in total ten percent of 

entire fl oor plan. This function calculates if the total square 
meter area of apartments is more than 70% of the fl oor 
plan (Figure 16). This percentage is defi ned with several 
performance tests. A higher test percentage, has a negative 

impact on the total calculation time off the FRFF. 

Figure 16: fl oor cover 
fi tness fucntion

Formula:   

∑m2 apartment ≥ 70% m2 total building fl oor 

Min-maximum square meter fi tness

Each apartment requires complying with minimum square 

meter regulations defi ned in the Dutch building legislation. 
Additionally, other rental apartments are analyzed on the 
apartment average square meter area. Each apartment has 

assigned a maximum amount of square meter. This maximum 

area is the minimum area plus ten percent of the minimum area 

(Figure 17).

Formula:

apartment width (m1) × apartment height (m1) = apartment area (m2)
maximum aparment area = (minimum apartment area + 10%)
minimum apartment area ≤ apartment area ≥ maximum apartment area

Example:

Studio min.area (32 m2) ≤ apartment area ≥ Studio max.area (35,2 m2) 
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Minimum size ratio fi tness

A small analysis of newly completed apartments shows that 

most apartments have a size ratio between the width and 
length (Figure 18). The average size ratio is 0.65 (always 
divided by the highest value). Without the size ratio fi tness, the 
FRFF could generate that meet the minimum area requirements 

but are not practical. For example, an apartment, which has 

a width of 2 meters and a length of 25 meters, will meet the 

minimum area and width; however, the dimensions are not 

practically considered and could provide with daylight entry 

problems.

Figure 18: size ratio fi tness 
fucntion

Figure 19: total fl oor fi tness 
fucntion

Figure 20: corner fi tness 
fucntion

Formula:

Size ratio =  (apartment height (smallest value)) ≥ 0,65
                     (apartment width (highest value))  

Total fl oor fi tness

Each generated apartment should be generated within 

the boundaries of the fl oor plan (Figure 19). Therefore, an 
intersection check will be conducted with the Java intersection 

function. The fl oor plan, in this intersection function, is the fl oor 
plan boundary minus the opening for the atrium. 

Corner fi tness

The corner of a fl oorplan is a specifi c part of the fl oorplan 
that requires extra attention. Apartments in the corner can be 

enclosed by the neighboring apartments so that access to the 

apartments is impossible. Therefore, a corner fi tness function 
will be added, which demands that the apartment generated in 

the corner is always one-and-a-half meters bigger than one of 

adjacent apartments (Figure 20). The apartment dimension can 

be bigger in either the width or the length of the apartment. The 

fi tness function identifi es apartments as “corner apartments”, 
when the X and Y coordinate of the apartments match with two 

fl oor plan edges. 
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(Non) Overlap fi tness

Apartments should not overlap each other; therefore, a fi tness 
function is implemented to prevent this from occurring (Figure 

21).

Figure 21: overlap fi tness 
fucntion

Finance

The FRFF calculates the monthly rental income, the sum of all the apartments 

monthly rents.  The apartment prices differ per apartment type. A study into “free 

sector” rental apartments, in the Eindhoven region, has resulted in an average 
square meter price per apartment type (Appendix 1).  The Finance function can 

also be used as a fi tness function, to search for a solution with a minimum amount 
of monthly rent revenue. As a fi tness function the Finance function is similar to the 
Floor Cover function. Setting the right criteria has a huge impact on the algorithms 

performance.  Setting the target income to low, will not lead to the highest revenue. 

For example, a criteria could be that the monthly rental income must be higher 

than €30,000. Once the algorithm has found an apartment combination that has a 
monthly rental income higher than €30,000 the algorithm stops searching for another 

solution. When the target is set to high, the algorithm will search indefi nitely for a 
solution that might not even be possible.

The focus of this research is in fi nding the optimized solution in fl oor usage. 
Therefore, this “Finance” function is not used as a fi tness function in the elaboration 
of the V&D case study. The Finance function will be used as a separate function to 

display the fi nancial results in the report screen of the FRFF. 

Average fi tness versus step by step fi tness

As stated in the previous chapter, there are two methods to calculate the fi tness: an 
average or step by step fi tness.

The two methods have been tested during the research, there was no signifi cant 
time differences between the two methods. The step by step method was the most 

use full during the research, because the step by step version gave feedback on 

the time performance of each fi tness function, during the programming of the fi tness 
functions.
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Fitness function order

In the list of fitness functions is the order of these fitness functions of influence on 
the overall performance in the “step by step fitness GA”. The GA follows the order 
of the fitness function list. The first item on the list, will be the first priority of the 
GA to optimize. Therefore, it is recommended to state the general requirements 
as first on the fitness function list. For example, a fitness function that checks if an 
apartment meet the square meter requirements, is an important fitness function. If an 
apartment is too small, checking for intersection with another apartment is irrelevant 

because the solution will be rejected anyway. So, differentiation between the general 

requirements and the other requirements are necessary to realize a prioritization of 
the different function in de fitness function list.

Table 1: Order of the fitness functions in the FRFF.

Name of fitness function Function in FA

Floor Cover Have a minimum percentage of floor plan 
covered with apartments.

MinMaxArea Fitness Minimum and maximum square meter 

apartment size.
Total Floor Fitness Apartments must be generated on the 

floorplan of the existing building and avoid 
atriums and other floor openings. The 
shape of these openings are imported by a 

Polyline.

All the openings are subtracted from the 

floor plan area. 
SizeRatio Fitness Size Ratio of apartment 

Width / height must be 0,6 (3:5)

Three-bedroom apartments and penthouses 

should have a size ratio of 0,4.
Corner Fitness Apartments generated in a corner must be 

bigger than at least one of the apartments 

next to it. 

Corner apartments are ‘identified’ as such 
by having the same X and Y coordinate as 

two floor plan edges.
nonOverlap Fitness Apartments may not overlap with each 

other.
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Random coordinates versus coordinates list

In early versions of the FRFF, the maximum of X and Y coordinate of the fl oor plan 
bounded the X- and Y- coordinate in the initialization phase with random generated 
numbers. So, each coordinate was possible within this range in the random 

coordinate method. Test runs with the FRFF showed that the “nonOverlap” fi tness 
function took a long time (up to several hours) to complete. Another fi tness function, 
that requires a long completion time, was the “apartmentsAtFaçade” fi tness function. 
This fi tness function forced the apartments to be placed at the edge of the fl oorplan. 
Finding a solution with the “apartmentsAtFaçade” function took longer than 
desired because of the given freedom in coordinate generation. A faster method of 

coordinate determination is necessary because the FRFF should provide a faster 

solution for apartment grouping than that the architect is able to do.

In contrast to the random coordinate method, the coordinates list method will 

select coordinates from a list of pre-selected coordinates. The coordinates are part 

of the fl oorplan edge. In this method, the “aparmentsAtFaçade” fi tness function 
is unnecessary, because the apartments are placed at the fl oorplan edge by 
default. With this coordinate list, the “nonOverlap” fi tness function preforms better 
on calculation times. If two apartments overlap, the FRFF has less coordinates to 

choose for the relocation of one apartment compared to the random coordinate 

version. The limitations of the possible coordinates, speedup the generation of 

solutions. 

Figure 22: Generated solution of FRFF in actual V&D shape, with 11 apartments
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Floorplan Reallotment Fitness Functions Results

Experiments with the algorithm gave a lot of insight on time performance. Adding 

boundaries (coordinate and size) during the initialization, resulted in quicker 
calculations. Although this adding of boundaries also meant limiting the possible 

results. During the development of the FRFF, a lot of time was spent on experiments 

with different fitness function goals. For example, the percentage of floor coverage. 
If the goal was set high at ninety percent, it was impossible for the algorithm to find 
a solution within twenty-four hours. When the target was set too low, at fifty percent, 
solutions were found within minutes. However, half of the floorplan was unused, 
the rent revenues were lower. After several experiments a floor coverage rating of 
seventy percent turned out to be the most useful. 

The random coordinate version of the algorithm required long calculation times 

even with the abstract floorplan set as target floorplan. The coordinate list version 
of the FRFF, proved to be the most successful version of the algorithm on time 

performance and the production off satisfying floorplans. It generated potential 
floorplans within an hour. Therefor this version was used for the V&D case study. 

The FRFF has generated different floor plans with a different apartment type 
configurations.  It has generated floorplans with only one apartment type, 
predefined by the operator, and has run with total freedom regarding apartment 
types. The FRFF has used the actual V&D building shape (Figure 22) and a 

rectangular abstract version of the floorplan. The abstract version performed better 
on calculation time. This can be explained by the complexity of the V&D building 

shape. In the abstract version calculation times differ between twenty minutes and 

five hours. The version with the actual V&D shape had calculation times between 40 
minutes and days. Noting that the floor coverage was not above the desired 70%. 
Giving the algorithm more apartments increased calculation times exponentially. 

The V&D Eindhoven has some non-orthogonal floorplan edges. The algorithm 
is programmed to place apartments orthogonally. This difference causes gaps 

between the apartments and the floorplan edges. 
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Inverted algorithm

As a test an inverted version of the FRFF is created, based upon the coordinate 

point version. This inverted algorithm did not place apartments at the edge of the 

fl oorplan, but from the atrium opening. The fi rst test results were not satisfying 
because the FRFF had diffi culties with the non-overlap fi tness function, causing 
longer calculations compared to the standard FRFF with the same conditions. 

Additionally, from an aesthetic point of view these inverse fl oorplans were not 
attractive because it results in a textured façade. A textured facade would strongly 

confl ict with the surrounding buildings. These factors prevented further development 
of this algorithm version. Figures 23 to 25 are examples of solution generated by the 

inverted FRFF.

Figure 23: Generated solution of inverted FRFF, with 17 apartments
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Figure 24: Generated solution of inverted FRFF, with 15 apartments

Figure 25: Generated solution of inverted FRFF with hall around atrium, with 10 apartments
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One apartment type

The FRFF, has generated floorplans with all the apartment types. The number of 
apartments on het floorplan differ with each type. The V&D floorplan can easily 
accommodate thirty studio apartments, when the floorplan is filled with three-
bedroom apartments or penthouses the floorplan can accommodate ten to 
twelve apartments of these types. Floorplan coverage was difficult with the larger 
apartment types. An explanation for this difficulty can be found in two reasons. 

First, the min-maximum and size-ratio fitness functions prevent apartments 
becoming too small or too large for its type and the algorithm is programmed in a 

way that does not make it possible to add extra apartments during a generation. 

Secondly, the available space minus the planned atrium, turned out to be difficult 
for the algorithm. The V&D Eindhoven has a large floorplan, it is one hundred meters 
long and thirty-three meters wide. The depth of the studio apartments is quite small, 

this results in a wide central hall around the atrium. The central hall would become 

far wider than the Dutch legislation dictates. This demands for a large sum of studio 

apartments, to comply with the requirements of the floor cover fitness function. The 
demand for a large sum of apartments, increases the number of properties per 

population member in the algorithm. More properties result in more fitness function 
calculations, because each apartment within a population member needs to be 

evaluated by the fitness function. Three-bedroom and penthouse apartments require 
more square meter space compared to a studio, therefor the number of apartments 

within one population member can be smaller. This reduces the number of fitness 
function calculation per population member. However, when the algorithm was 

programmed to generate three-bedroom or penthouse apartments, the generation 

of floorplans took days of calculation time instead of hours. A reason for this, is 
the geometry of the apartment type. The larger apartments require larger square 

meter area, which increases the length and width. The size ratio fitness function 
demands a balance between the two dimensions. During the deployment of the 

FRFF the ratio for the three-bedroom and penthouse apartments was lowered. The 

rectangular shape of the V&D Eindhoven minus the atrium forced the algorithm to 

generate these apartment at the corners of the floorplan. Between the corners the 
atrium blocked apartments. Lowering the ratio for these apartment types did help 

and made more apartments of these types possible, however the calculation times 

where still ranging between hours and days. Another unexpected result was lack 

of difference between the monthly rent revenues. The studio apartments have the 

highest square meters rent price, but because of their relative small size the rent per 
apartment is lower than the three-bedroom and penthouse apartments. The larger 

apartments perform better on floor coverage; however, their size reduce the total 
number of apartments per floor. The difference in price per square meter and the 
required space per apartment type, leveling the rental revenues.

Figures 26 and 27 are examples of solution generated by the FRFF.
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Figure 26: Generated solution with 28 Studio apartments

Figure 27: Generated solution with 18 Two-bedroom apartments
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Mixed Apartment types

When the FRFF was given freedom of apartment choice the results were very 

encouraging. A maturity of the floorplans was generated within one hour, in the 
abstract floorplan. The generated floorplans performed well on floor coverage, and 
showed some unforeseen configurations of apartments. The first unforeseen result 
was the absence off the penthouse apartment type, in almost all the results. This 

can be explained by the size of the penthouse apartment type. It is the biggest 
apartment type and therefore cannot be placed on every part of the floorplan. When 
that location is taken by another smaller apartment, that performs well in the fitness 
functions, the algorithm will not swiftly change the size of apartment on that location. 
Thereby, making it harder fitting the penthouse apartment type into the floorplan.  

The second unforeseen results where the similarities in the apartment type 

configurations in the floorplans with the highest monthly rent revenue. Specific the 
number of studio apartments and three-bedroom apartments. The floorplan with 
the highest monthly revenue had always at least nine studio apartments and to 

three-bedroom apartments. The rest the apartments where of the one-bedroom and 

two-bedroom type, the one-bedroom apartment is preferred. An explanation for 

this combination can be the efficient layout of the floorplan. The larger apartments 
make it easier to comply the requirements of the floor cover fitness function, while 
the studio apartments reduce the change of unusable square meters. The FRFF 

was not programmed to search for the highest revenue, so this combination is not 

necessarily the optimized solution in terms of revenue. 

To conclude, the fitness functions programmed for the FRFF guide the genetic 
algorithm towards optimized usage of floorplan space. The solutions generated 
with the mixed apartment types use the available floorplan space the most efficient. 
Mixing the apartment types may also result in interesting architectural plans with a 

lot of variety. Additionally, mixing the apartment types will result in different types of 

residents in an apartment building. The solutions generated by the mixed apartment 

type FRFF will be used in the elaboration the V&D Eindhoven design.

Figures 28 and 29 are examples of solution generated by the FRFF. In Appendix 3 

are more FRFF results attached.
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Figure 28: Generated solution with 25 apartments of mixed type

Figure 29: Generated solution with 20 apartments of mixed type





V&D Eindhoven
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Figure 31: Grand Bazar, Paris, France

Figure 30: Passsage, Den Haag, the Netherlands
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History of the department store in Europe 

The V&D Eindhoven functioned as a department store building, until the bankruptcy 

of the V&D. To understand the building geometry a small study into the history of the 

department store in Europe.

In the beginning of the 19th century, people shopped in small specialized shops. 
For example: a book store, tailor, butcher and bakery. In the first half of the 19th 
century ‘Shopping passage’ emerged in the streets of Paris. The Shopping passage 

is a pedestrian shopping street with a roof. This phenomenon was soon followed by 

other cities across Europe. Paris was in this period the largest city in Europe and 

a booming hotspot. These passages where build to arrange a pleasant shopping 

experience, particularly for the wealthy citizens. Beside fashion stores, bars and 
restaurants rented spaces in the passages as well. “Galeries de Bois” was one of 
the first and most popular passages and became the place to be in Paris.

The combination of shops and bars was one of the reasons why Galeries de Bois 

was a success. Another feature of the Galeries de Bois was the quietness and 

cleanness of the passage. The passage was not accessible for homeless people 

and cars could not drive into the passage. Features that were appealing particularly 

the wealthy woman of Paris. 

In the Netherlands, the first passage was built in Rotterdam in 1879. The only other 
passage was built in The Hague with foreign funding, Figure 30. The passage in 

Rotterdam was destroyed during the bombing of Rotterdam in 1940. Financing the 

passages was difficult in that time in The Netherlands, and is probably the reason 
that only two were realized. 

A slightly different type of department store predecessor was the Middle Eastern 

bazar. The first European bazar was called the “Grand Bazar” and opened in 1825 
in Paris, Figure 31. This French bazar was a giant hall, including three hundred little 
shops selling a variety of goods. This product variety would become a key element 

in the success of the department store (Miellet, 2001).
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Figure 33: Galeries La Fayette, Paris, France

Figure 32: Atrium of Galeries La Fayette, Paris, France
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The Netherlands did not follow the French bazar trend as quick as other countries 
such as Great Brittan, Belgium and Germany embraced. The economic climate in 

the Netherlands was not as prosperous compared to those countries. The Dutch 

slow adaption of “the new way of shopping” attracted business men from France 
and Germany, such as Zéphyrin Couvreur (Galeries Modernes), Anton Sinkel 

(Winkel van Sinkel) and the brothers Clemens and August Brenninkmeijer (C&A) to 

open large bazars or manufactory stores in the Netherlands. In the early years of 
the 20th century the first attempts to open a department store in the Netherlands 
happened. Financing problems and resistance of local resellers prevented these 

first attempts. On the 3rd of September 1914, the first department store in the 
Netherlands opened at the Damrak in Amsterdam, “Magazijn De Bijenkorf”.  

In the late 1980’s and 1990’s department stores introduced “fun shopping”: 
department stores achieved to provide a pleasant and total convenience experience 

to the customer. Department stores expanded their food and beverage facilities to 

small restaurants and special areas for specific customer types such as teenagers 
and young adults. The atmosphere in these areas were adapted to the desires of 

this customer types. The creation of special areas was the first step to the shop-
in-shop formula that was introduced in the late 1990’s. In the Netherlands was the 

Bijenkorf the first department store to introduce this shop-in-shop concept. The 
French bazar is the precursor of the department store, one could argue that the 
shop-in-shop concept is the modern equivalent of the French bazars.

Department Store Architecture

Until the First World War most departments stores had, rich decorations, large roof 

windows, and atriums to bring daylight deep in the building, following the French 

department stores. Figure 32 displays the large atrium of the French department 

store Galeries La Fayette in Paris. Rich façade decorations of Galeries La Fayette 

are displayed at Figure 33.

A few years before the First World War, another type of department store 

architecture became more popular. The department stores in the United States used 

electric lighting instead of daylight via atriums. The large atriums where no longer 

necessary in existing buildings and, therefore, floors where built in the atriums, 
resulting in more square meter shopping area. Furthermore, the rich decorations 

where replaced with simplified versions. 
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Figure 35: Shop window, of Selfridges department store, London, Great Brittan

Figure 34: Schunk department store with “Bauhaus” facade, Heerlen, Netherlands
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Between the First and Second World War, the architecture of the Bauhaus 

movement influenced a few departments stores. The Schunck department store 
in Heerlen is a Dutch example of Bauhaus department stores, Figure 34. A key 

element of the Bauhaus architecture is the non-structural façade of the building. 

The introduced glass curtain walls resulted to the entering of natural daylight. These 

glass façades confronted the departments stores with two problems. First, it was 

no longer possible to place floor height cabinets and racks at the façade. Because 
from the outside the backside of these cabinets gave a cluttered look. Second, the 

combination of daylight and electric lighting was considered unpleasant by both 

customers and employees. The Bauhaus stores were not followed, most new stores 

were designed with facades without daylight openings (Miellet, 2001). 

Shop windows

In old style department stores the shop windows were an attraction to the public. 

Even when the stores were closed, people stopped to have a look at the beautiful 

presented products in the shop-windows. Figure 35, displays the rich presentations 

in the shop window of the Selfridges department store in London, Great Brittan. This 

attraction changed by the rise of television in the living rooms. Costumers could 

see the products in the commercials on the television. The importance of the shop-

window reduced. Department stores with a glass entrance placed cheap products 

just behind the glass doors to lure costumers inside.  

To conclude, in the architecture of the first department stores were atriums 
and shop-windows a commonly used element.  These elements were used in a 

functional and esthetical. The double use of these elements should be used in the 

redevelopment of the V&D Eindhoven. The uses of these elements could also be 

done in a double way. The atrium could accommodate facilities that are accessible 

for all the residents of the building. 
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Figure 36: First Vroom & Dreesmann in Eindhoven

History of Vroom & Dreesmann Eindhoven

The case study project is the former V&D building in Eindhoven. To understand the 

building, a study into the history of the building is conducted.

Vroom & Dreesmann (V&D) was chain of departments stores in the Netherlands. The 

company was founded in 1887, as the result of a merger of two drapery businesses. 

The founders were Willem Vroom and Anton Dreesmann, and family related as 

brothers in law. Before the merger of the two drapery businesses worked already 

together in the area of procurement. The first combined store was opened at the 
Weesperstaat 70 in Amsterdam on Saturday 21th of May 1887. Within two years a 

second store was opened at the Vijzelgracht 21 in Amsterdam. The company was a 
family business because each store was managed by a family member.

The business of the V&D was going well and this created the possibility, to open 

another store, the brothers in law where convinced that two stores in Amsterdam 

where sufficient, so they opened a third store in Rotterdam, in 1892. After the 
expansion to Rotterdam, V&D expanded even faster, with a rate of one new city 

per year, to other cities. The store in ‘s-Hertogenbosch (Den-Bosch) was opened in 

1989 and functioned as regional headquarters because the establishment of new 

stores in Eindhoven and Helmond was coordinated from the office in Den-Bosch. 
The Eindhoven store at the Vrijstraat in Eindhoven opened in 1908, Figures 36 and 

37. 

Figure 37: First Vroom & Dreesmann in Eindhoven
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Figure 38: Construction of Vroom & Dreesmann in Eindhoven around 1928

The Eindhoven store at the Vrijstraat in Eindhoven opened in 1908. Over the years, 
the company expanded the collection with other product groups such as curtains, 

furniture, carpets and beds. This growth in product groups resulted in expanding all 

the existing stores. In the late 1920’s, construction of a new store started right next 

to the existing Eindhoven store, Figure 38. The new Eindhoven store was designed 

by architect Oscar Leeuw (De voormalige Heemkundige Studiekring Kempenland 
Eindhoven, sd). The store had an elevator and a large atrium with a glass roof, 

Figure 42. The V&D wished to build their new store at the corner of the Vrijstraat and 

the Rechtestraat. However, the pharmacy located at that corner refused to sell its 

property.  V&D continued their construction process, building a department store 

with entrances at both the Vrijstraat and the Rechtestraat. Grand opening of the new 

Eindhoven store was in 1930. Figure 39 and 40 is the corner of the Vrijstraat and the 

Rechtestraat with the pharmacy that refused to sell its property.
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Figure 39: News article with facade drawing of new Vroom & Dreesmann building in Eindhoven around 1927



Figure 40: Vroom & Dreesmann in Eindhoven around 1930
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Figure 41: Vroom & Dreesmann in Eindhoven around 1930
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Figure 42: Interior of Vroom & Dreesmann in Eindhoven around 1928

The pharmacy sold its property a few years later to V&D in 1938, which gave the 

V&D the opportunity to build the desired corner entrance. The corner included a 

prominent glass tower stretching the entire height of the building and the completion 

was in 1940 (De voormalige Heemkundige Studiekring Kempenland Eindhoven, sd). 

Figure 43 is a photo of the glass tower entrance of the V&D Eindhoven.

The building survived the Second World War, and remains in this shape for more 

than 20 years. In the early 1961’s, construction work starts again at the V&D 

Eindhoven store. The building is completely renewed from the ground up, and 

two extra building floors were added. The architectural firm: D. & P. Benning was 
commissioned to design the new building. The store remains open for costumers 

during the renewal. Philips installed a newly developed “daylight light system” which 
was necessary because in the new design, was no atrium present (De voormalige 

Heemkundige Studiekring Kempenland Eindhoven, sd).
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Figure 43: Glass tower entrance Vroom & 

Dreesmann in Eindhoven around 1941
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Figure 44: Vroom & Dreesmann in Eindhoven around 1965
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Another design element that is completely changed is the façade. The brick exterior 

walls are replaced with a curtainwall façade, filled with glass- and insulation panels, 
Figure 44. At the ground floor the shop windows stretch over the entire length of 
the building. The dividing wall between the shop windows and the shop was not 

one solid element, therefore it was possible to look inside and outside the shop thru 

the shop windows. There is no exact reason known why the modern appearance is 

chosen for the façade. However, the municipality of Eindhoven was studying how 

to modernize the city, it is plausible that the façade modernization was influenced 
by this study. The municipality asked the architectural office of Van den Broek and 
Bakema to compose a vision how the city of Eindhoven should look in the future in 

1968 (Helmond, 2007). 

The V&D company continues growing, resulting in an Initial Public Offer (IPO) 
in 1995. Because of the IPO, the company was no longer owned by the family, 
but owned by shareholders who could buy a share in “Vendex International” at 
the Amsterdam stock exchange (AEX). Vendex International merged with the 

Koninklijke Bijenkorf Beheer in 1999. After different aggregations over the years, 

the holding name was changed to Maxeda. In 2005 the board decided to change 

their real estate vision: V&D would rent buildings instead of owning all their stores. 

This led to the selling of all their buildings. Maxeda sold the V&D to the investment 

company Sun Capital in 2010. In the following years V&D faced several challenges 

that influenced the year-results, which showed financial losses. This downward 
spiral resulted to a request for deferral of payment filed. A judge ruled that the 
company was bankrupt on December 31, 2015. The curator kept the stores open 

until February 14, 2016. During these weeks, several investors attempted to buy and 

restart V&D. However, these attempts did not have any result. The curator opened 

the stores for a final sale between March 23 and April 23, 2016. 

The bankruptcy signified and unemployment for over ten thousand emplyees with 
a fixed or flex contracts, 353.578  square meter* of retail buildings became vacant. 
Raising the percentage of vacant retail square meters in the Netherlands from 10% 

to 15% (Trouw, 2015).

After the final sale, the V&D Eindhoven building became vacant. The building 
owner “MN Service” is currently removing asbestos from the building, while they are 
searching for new parties to rent the building.

* Calculated in 2014
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Figure 45: Current situation Vroom & Dreesmann in Eindhoven
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To conclude, the V&D Eindhoven stretches over a century. In 1928, the V&D located 

to the current location and since then it has had three different facades. The first 
façade had a solid and massive appearance. The façade was made from brick 

had narrow window openings and was decorated with statues. The second façade 

was quite similar to the first façade but the difference was the glass tower at the 
prominent building corner at the Vrijstraat and Rechtestraat. The glass tower was 

an eye catcher. The third façade was built in the early 1960’s when the building was 

transformed with a modern curtain wall façade. The curtain wall façade was filled 
with glass and insulated panels. Making the façade different than the curtain wall 

façade of the Schunck department store in Heerlen. At ground level windows stretch 

over the entire length of the building. Functioning as shop window and daylight 

entry. The shop windows where simple in their appearance, just showing products 

with their price. The dividing wall between the shop windows and the store was not 

solid, thereby making it possible to look inside the store from the street. 





Design
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A brief history of Eindhoven

The city of Eindhoven was built on a swamp delta between the rivers; Dommel, 

Gender, Laak, Tongelreep and Rungraaf. The city was granted city- and market-

rights in 1232. The city is more a created city instead of a gradually evolved 

city. Hendrik I, founded Eindhoven a part of his urban strategy, protecting the 

region controlled by him (De voormalige Heemkundige Studiekring Kempenland 

Eindhoven, sd). 

As a result of the industrial revolution, Eindhoven grew fast during the early 1900’s. 

Eindhoven had multiple textile-, tobacco-, leather- and lightbulb factories. These 

factories attracted more people to the city. In 1920, the municipality of Eindhoven 

merged with the surrounding villages Woensel, Strijp, Gestel, Tonglre and Stratum. 

The added villages would become residential neighborhoods. 

Around 1930’s, the City canal and Gender were muted, creating a ring-road 

around the city center of Eindhoven. During the Second World War, Eindhoven was 

target of the allied bombings, the Nazis used the Philips factories for production 
and reparation of radio’s. Although the bombings where focused on the factories, 

collateral damage was un-avoidable (De voormalige Heemkundige Studiekring 

Kempenland Eindhoven, sd). 

In the early 1960’s, the streets in the heart of the city center, within the ring-road, 

where changed in “car free” streets. Eindhoven grew steadily because of growing 
labor demand. Nowadays, Eindhoven is the fi fth city in the Netherlands and one of 
the biggest economic regions in the Netherlands (E52, 2016). 

Figure 46: map of Eindhoven city centre with V&D and car 

accessible streets

Figure 47: map of Eindhoven city centre with V&D and 

pedestrian areas
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Figure 48: map of Eindhoven city centre with V&D and surrounding building blocks
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V&D Location

The location off the former V&D building in Eindhoven is, as mentioned in the 

previous chapter, at corner of the Rechtestraat and de Vrijstraat, Figure 48. It is the 

heart of the city center and middle of a popular shopping street. It is close to public 

transport facilities such as train station and bus stops (Figure 46). The Rechtestraat 

and Vrijstaat are part of the pedestrian area in the city center (Figure 47). In the 

neighborhood by several primary schools at walking distance and middle schools 

within a two-kilometer radius. Facilities for groceries are located at walking distance. 

One disadvantage location is the lack of public greenery and playground areas in 
the surroundings. This disadvantage makes the location not attractive for young 

families. A second disadvantage of the location is the lack of free parking facilities. 

Demography

The following statistics are based upon the “Buurtmonitor” of Eindhoven (Gemeente 
Eindhoven, 2016). Demographic fi gures show that’s the city center of Eindhoven 
has the highest percentage single inhabitants and the lowest percentage of families 

compared to the whole city. Figure 49, shows that the majority of the population in 

the city center is between the age off 18 and 35. Based on the statistics one could 

conclude that the majority of the population are students or young professionals 

in this area. Income statistics also indicates that the majority of the city center 

inhabitants are student and young professionals. The Buurtmonitor, also investigated 

the satisfaction off the inhabitants about their living environment. The city center 

preforms on the quality of living environments equal to the rest of Eindhoven, 67% 

of all the inhabitants is satisfi ed about their living environment. Environmental issues 
the city center preforms below average. The Buurtmonitor investigation shows that 

over 40% of the city center inhabitants feels unsafe regarding air pollution. 38% 

suffers from noise disturbance, Figure 50.

Figure 49: Based on the statistics one could con-

clude that the majority of the population in this area 

is a students or young professional.

Figure 50: Thirty-eight percent suffers from noise 

disturbance.
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Figure 51: current V&D viewed from the Demer
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Location analysis conclusion

The V&D Eindhoven building is analyzed with the quick-scan of Geraedts and 
van der Voordt (2002) (Appendix 2). Although, the quick scan is designed to 

analize office buildings the quick-scan provides insights about  possibilities to 
a transformation with residential use. In the quick-scan, the location of the V&D 

Eindhoven is an element that could influence the succes of redevelloping the 
building to an residential use. The lack of greenery and car accessibility are reason 

for this concern. The building itself is according to the quick-scan most challenging 

factor in the redevellopment project. Because of, character, poor maineance and 

lack of extensibillity of the building. 

Statistics show that the demography in the city center is out of balance compared 

to the rest of the city. Inhabitants of the city center are satisfied about the living 
arrangements. However, noise disturbance, air pollution, and the lack of greenery 

are unfavorable to the city center. 

Design Concept

Living at ground floor level in one of the busiest shopping streets of Eindhoven is 
undesirable and uncomfortable. The apartment windows would function as shop 

windows, reducing the privacy of the resident to a minimum. Therefore the ground 

floor level will remain the retail function in the transformation. Finding a new tenant 
for retail operation of the ground floor will be easier than for the whole of V&D 
Eindhoven building. The current shop windows do not attract the attention of the 

passing public. It is currently one gigantic shop widow that is not offering a special 

sight. Reducing the window size can make the shop windows more special than the 
current situation. Additionally, making each shop window unique in decoration and 

product presentation, passing public will be more inclined to view each window. 

For a successful transformation of the V&D Eindhoven, the negative results off 

the location analysis need to be tackled. The FRFF has generated multiple floor 
plans, as mentioned in the previous chapter. Analyses of these results showed 

that the “mixed floorplans” with the highest monthly revenue had a similarity, 
being the combination of the apartment types. The FRFF has found a combination 

of apartments, that leads to efficient use of the floor plan. This ideal apartment 
combination consistits of the following types: Studio, One-bedroom apartment, Two-
bedroom apartment and Three-bedroom apartments. The results with the highest 

rents per floor plan show that there are in all solutions at least two apartments of the 
Three-bedroom type. Furthermore, the Studio apartments are selected by the FRFF 

for at least eight times. The rest of the apartments are of the One-bedroom and Two-
bedroom type. 
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Figure 52: playground 

impression
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The Three-bedroom apartment is an apartment ideal for families, however, the 

location analysis demonstrated conditions that are not preferable for families. 

Therefore, the transformation plan must include facilities to counter the non-

preferable location conditions, this could be done in the shared space (atrium 

and central corridors). The facilities are dividable in three groups:  greenery, play 

area and meeting space. With the addition of these facilities the building should 

function more as a residential neighborhood. When the building functions as a 

neighborhood, the three bedroom apartments are more attractive to families. 

Play area

The playing area should accommodate playing facilities for young children, 

however, facilities should be accessible for adults as well in case adults want to 

accompany a child in play activities or when the want to relive their childhood 

memories. In Denmark and Germany are several play facilities that are accessible 

for children and adults. JDS architects designed a line of connected play facilities 

at a boardwalk in Copenhagen, Figure 53. The Netzvilla (Figure 54) in Schwäbisch 
Gmünd, Germany designed by A24-Landschaft is an example of climbing nets 

used to create a playhouse, with multiple “floors”. The green colored net makes the 
playhouse blend in with the surrounding greenery but contrast with the surrounding 

white plastered buildings. Park and Play in Copenhagen is a playing area on top 

of a parking garage. JAJA Designs created a playground that can accommodate 

children and adults for activities, Figure 55. Park and play also used nets to create 

several playground equipment. Figure 52, shows the impression of the new V&D 

atrium with playground facilities. Traditional playground facilities are combined with 

a modern “netting cage”.

Figure 53: impression of playing area Figure 54: impression of playing area Figure 55: impression of playing area
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Figure 56: impression of meeting area in atrium
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Greenery

In the area around the V&D Eindhoven is no greenery within a four-hundred-meter 

radius. This lack of greenery should be tackled by accommodating an indoor 

garden in the atrium. The plants and fl owers that are selected for this indoor garden 
should survive shaded area. On the roof is the opportunity for residents to create a 
private rooftop garden (Figure 57). Residents could grow their own vegetables or 

organize an outdoor barbeque meal with all the residents. 

Meeting space

Residents can sometimes be very selfi sh and cause nuisance to neighbors. In 
Residential Crowding and Housing show Aiello and Baum (1979) that there is a 

relation between building design and selfi sh behavior. If a resident enters the 
building, uses the elevator, walks to the apartment and then sequentially closes 

the front door, has less consideration to neighbors than if the resident is regularly 

confronted with fellow residents. The shared space is ideal to facilitate interaction 

between residents. Placing picnic tables throughout the atrium and central 

corridors provides the possibility for shared activities between residents of the V&D 

Eindhoven (Figure 56, 58). Residents could for example, share a nice summer meal 

at the picnic tables. Parents could sit at tables while their children playing in the 

playing area. Another meeting point is the fi tness room at the second fl oor. During 
sport activities residents could meet and get to know each other. 
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Figure 57: Impression roof garden
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Figure 58: impression of atrium
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Floorplan design principals

As stated above, the FRFF results displayed similarities in the apartment 

combinations. This combination was the starting point of the floor plan design. 
Several results of the abstract V&D model where drawn on the real floorplan. 
The load bearing construction elements (walls and columns) are not defined 
in the algorithm. This means that the square meters used by the construction 

elements and their position are not considered by the FRFF. Because of this, some 

apartments had the construction elements placed at an inconvenient location and 

some apartments did not comply the minimum square meter condition because 

of the space use by the construction elements. Therefore, as a design principal, 

the location and the geometry of the apartments in the FRFF results are not used 

as a rule but as a guide line. The geometry was altered in some cases to for fill the 
minimum square meter requirements after reduction of the construction elements. 

The second design principal are the facilities per apartment type. The analyses 

of apartments used to define the FRFF’s fitness functions resulted in average 
apartment facilities per type as well. These requirements are implemented in the 

design of the apartments floor plans. A majority of the analyzed apartments had 
for example a separate room to accommodate a washing machine. Therefore, 

all the apartments except the Studio apartment have a separate room that can 

accommodate a washing machine. A toilet separated from the bathroom is a 

common elements between the analyzed apartments. The analyzed Two- and 
Three-bedroom apartments showed that a majority of the recently build apartments 

had two bathrooms. This luxury is apparently desired by residents, because of this 

desire the Three-bedroom apartment is equipped with two bathrooms. 

Lifecycle resistant apartments are the third design principal in the apartment design. 

The Dutch building legislation has implemented minimum conditions regarding 

wheelchair accessibility. An average wheelchair has a width of ninety centimeters, 

a corridor in a house should at least be one hundred and twenty centimeters wide. 

This assures that a wheelchair could pass the corridor. However, it is not possible 

to rotate on the spot in the corridor. For a one-hundred-and-eighty-degree turn is 

at least a corridor width of one hundred forty centimeters required. This width is 

depended on the type of wheelchair, some wheelchairs require even more space 

for a one hundred and eighty degree turn. In the floorplan design is this hundred 
and forty-centimeter width used as a minimum, to make the apartments lifecycle 

resistant. In apartments with more than one bathroom, at least one bathroom will 

meet the lifecycle requirements. 
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Entrance apartments

Retail space

Bicycle storage

Schale    1:350

Ground floor
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First floor

Studio

One Bedroom
Two Bedroom

Three Bedroom

Storage

Schale    1:350
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Studio

One Bedroom
Two Bedroom

Three Bedroom

Storage

Schale    1:350

Second floor
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Studio

One Bedroom
Two Bedroom

Three Bedroom
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Third - Fifth floor
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Studio

Schale    1:75

Studio Apartments

The limited size of a studio apartment requires function combining. In general studio 
apartments, all share a similarity that is the bathroom is the only separate room 

in the apartment. The living room, kitchen and bedroom are all the same room. 

This function combining also applies for the washing machine that is placed in the 

bathroom. Having a bed placed right next to the kitchen is something that is not 

desirable. This undesirable layout is avoided in the studio apartment design. An 

effi cient layout is pursued in the design of the studio. The kitchen unit operates as 
entrance for the studio with the dining table placed nearby.

Camera viewpoint

WM
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Studio impression

91
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One-Bedroom Apartment

One-Bedroom apartment 

The One-Bedroom apartment has because of the extra square meters, less function 
combinations than the studio apartment. The entrance is just an entrance and 

corridor, because the kitchen unit is combined with the living room. The apartment 

has a separate toilet and a storage room that can accommodate the washing 

machine. A balcony is accessible from the living room.  

Schale    1:75

WD

WM
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Two-Bedroom Apartment

Schale    1:75

WDWM
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Two-Bedroom apartment

The Two-bedroom apartment is similar to the One-bedroom version with the addition 
of an extra bedroom and bathroom. As an example, the second bedroom is 

designed as a child bedroom in the floorplans. However, the second bedroom could 
be used differently. 

Three-Bedroom apartment

The Three-bedroom apartment is the largest apartment in the V&D Eindhoven plans. 

This apartment is placed at the south façade of the building and has all the facilities 

the Two-Bedroom apartment has, with an extra bedroom with balcony. The “master-

bedroom” has a private bathroom accessible straight from the bedroom. This 
additional bathroom equips a shower, bathtub and a washbasin. 
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Three-Bedroom Apartment
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Façade design

The current curtain wall façade of the V&D Eindhoven has not been changed since 

the mayor renewal in the 1960’s. The façade does not comply with current insulation 

requirements, because it has for instance single glass window panels. Aesthetically 

the façade is monotonous, anonymous and unattractive, although this last reason 

is a subjective opinion. Successfully redeveloping the V&D Eindhoven from retail 

to residential use, requires an updated façade. A façade that meets legislation 

requirements regarding thermal insulation and expresses the new function in its 

aesthetics. The façade is designed with the following principals: 

• Refer to the history of the building as a department store 

• Create outdoor space with balconies

• The apartments should be identifiable and recognizable in the façade
• The V&D Eindhoven should refer to the smaller building plots in it is surrounding

• Large window openings that are in line with the balcony doors for a harmonious 

façades

• The façade should have a sunblind system intergraded in the design

Refer to the history of the building as a department store

Europe has a long department store history, this is present in the department 

store architecture as well. The department stores with a long history have a strong 

aesthetic presence. Departments stores as “Harrods” and “Selfridges” in London, 
“Galerie Lafayette” and “La Samaritaine” in Paris and “Kaufhaus Des Westens” 
in Berlin share similarities in material use. The buildings have a strong and solid 

presence. The façades are materialized with stone and glass. Since the late 1920’s, 
the V&D Eindhoven is located at its current possession, and has always functioned 

as a department store until the V&D’s bankruptcy. The building built in the 1920’s 

shared these similarities in presence, and materialization. During the renovation in 
the 1960’s these characteristics disappeared with the modern curtain wall façade. 

The renovated V&D Eindhoven should refer to the building history with a façade that 

shares the characteristics of the large European department stores.
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Create outdoor space with balconies

Having the opportunity to sit outdoors and enjoy summer weather is something that 

is desired by a large number of people. Therefore, apartments with a balcony are a 

design principal for the redevelopment of the V&D Eindhoven. The zoning plans limit 
the balcony size. Balconies and canopies may extend up to 1.2 meters according to 
the zoning plan.

Apartment recognizability

The V&D Eindhoven is a prominent building in the city center of Eindhoven. It is 

not unthinkable that building residents will be proud on the fact that they live in 

this prominent building. A resident who is proud on the fact that he/she lives in 

the building probably pinpoints to friends and family the exact location of their 

apartment. Enhancing apartment recognizability can support this pinpointing in the 
façade.

Refer to smaller surrounding building plots

A majority of the building plots in the Eindhoven city center has a small width and 

a long length. In beginning of the 20th century, the ground floor was retail and the 
upper floors were used for living. Even nowadays there are buildings in the Demer 
and Rechtestraat with retail on the ground floor and residential use on the upper 
floors. Although a lot of upper floors are used by the retail businesses as well. The 
building plot dimensions still relate to this partial residential use. The V&D Eindhoven 

is the exception in the city center. It is built with retail use in mind and residential 

use was not intended. The building plot is a factor ten larger than the surrounding 

plots. The current façade emphasis the size of the building even more. After 
redevelopment, the V&D Eindhoven façade should express the mix of retail use on 

ground floor level and residential use on the upper floors.
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Current view from Demer
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Impression from Demer



Impression from Rechtestraat
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Impression from Nieuwe Emmasingel
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Shop-window impression from Vrijstraat
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Shop-window impression from Vrijstraat
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West Elevation - Façade Vrijstraat 

Schale    1:350
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North Elevation - Façade Rechtestraat 
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East Elevation
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South Elevation
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3D Section C-C
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Façade detail
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Developing a computational assistance for an architect to solve reallotment 

challenges is the goal of this design research project. Reallotment of a building 

redevelopment can be a difficult problem because of the buildings floorplan shape. 
A building is designed to accommodate a certain function, for example, retail or 

offices. When the building is redeveloped to accommodate a different function, 
the buildings geometry might not be ideal to facilitate the new function. This 

misalignment in geometry is a challenge for an architect that has the task to design 

the redevelopment plans. Computational assistance could help an architect with this 

design part and will be investigated in this study.

Research questions

The main research question of this research is: “How to generate new optimized 

residential floor plans in a transition project?”

Answering this question required an optimized floorplan with a generic algorithm 
method and some other considerations. Calculation times are unpredictable 

because of the way the genetic algorithm operates. If a project or situation demands 

limited calculation time, the algorithm must exclude impossible solutions before 

it is started. The building floor geometry can be imported as a rectangular or 
polygon shape, depending the complexity. The shape of the floor plan influences 
the calculation time of the genetic algorithm to a large extend. If the building has a 

complex shape, and time is limited, using an abstract representation of the building 

floor will limit calculation time. Method of defining the apartment is of influence on 
the complexity as well. An apartment can be defined as one rectangular object or 
as a group of rooms. The number of items in a population member is higher with the 

last case, making the generation of apartment more complex. In other words, the 

desired precision of the results has high influence on the time.

Beside the main research question, the first sub question is formulated as following 
“Is the genetic algorithm capable of generating multiple solutions of possible floor 
plans in a limited time frame?” The conclusion and answer for this question resulted 
to a capable genetic algorithm that is able to generate possible floorplans within an 
hour. However, this generation was only achieved in the FRFF with fixed floor edge 
coordinates and with abstract rectangular building geometry. The V&D Eindhoven 

building geometry was too complex for the FRFF to realize within an hour. It requires 
even several days to find a solution in some tests. Those long calculation times 
ensures that the FRFF is not ideal for an architect who expects fast input in the 

design process. 
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The second sub question of this research is: “What sort of configuration of 
apartment types has the most optimized usage of floor space?” After this study, one 

could substantiate that a combination of a two three-bedroom apartments and eight 

apartments of the studio type provides the most optimized usage of floor space. To 
use the building floor full capacity, this combination of eight studios and two three-
bedroom apartments is supplemented with apartments of the one-bedroom and 

two-bedroom type. 

The generated FRFF results force architects to design a floorplan that is 
aesthetically appealing, and at the same time uses the available floor space in the 
best way. Especially when a floorplan does not have the ideal measurements to 
accommodate apartments. Architects prefer to design the apartment separation 

wall incorporated in the column structure, because a column in the middle of the 

apartment is not ideal. The V&D Eindhoven column structure makes it impossible to 

design al the separation walls between the column structure and forces the architect 

to incorporate columns in the middle of the apartment. The architect is triggered 

to do so, because the FRFF proves that a combination of apartments uses the 

available space in an optimized method. A fitness function could help avoiding the 
placement of columns in the middle of the apartment, although this has not been 

tested. 

Process

The programming of the FRFF was challenging. For example, the apartments could 

be placed on every X-Y coordinate between the given bounds in early versions 

of the FRFF. This freedom seemed a good idea in the beginning because it was 

hypothesized that the FRFF could come up with surprising results. However, these 
surprising results were finally not the outcome of the algorithm. The results instead 
demanded changes or the additions of fitness functions. A disadvantage of this 
change is the increasing calculation time when adding more fitness functions. The 
fitness function that checks if the apartments had been placed at the edge of the 
floorplan caused hours or days of calculation time, even with an abstract rectangular 
floorplan shape. A floorplan generator that requires days to find a solution is not 
a useful tool for an architect because he or she might detect at least one better 

functional solution by hand in that time. 

All the apartments form together a population member in the FRFF. The properties 

of all the apartments realize a population member. The algorithm does not add or 
remove apartments from this row, therefore, the FRFF operator should define the 
number of apartments that should be generated when the algorithm is started. This 

means that the operator must have some insights about the building possibilities. 

Searching the FRFF for a solution with fifty apartments, when ten apartments are 
the maximum, is not convenient. It will probably result to a long calculation time with 

no result. This problem also applies for parts of a floorplan that are not usable for 
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apartments. It is possible to define these areas in a fitness function and instruct to 
evaluate the solutions on these criteria for this function. However, this method is not 

optimally for dealing with this area issue because the FRFF received the freedom to 

generate solutions that are not fit as solution. The question arises which calculation 
is wasting of time because the FRFF needs to learn from the fitness function results. 
This example problem can be avoided before the FRFF start by removing the 

coordinates from the coordinate list. Those coordinates can conflict with neighboring 
buildings so that calculation time is only spent on potential solutions.

Applying the algorithm on the floorplan of the V&D Eindhoven, it turned out that the 
FRFF task was more complicated than expected. The FRFF had problems when 

it should generate twelve or more apartments on the floorplan. It would not find a 
result with twelve or more apartments and the generated solutions with ten or eleven 

apartments, all shared an unforeseen similarity; those are all generated in the same 

part of the floorplan. This is probably caused by the programming of the algorithm, 
that places apartments orthogonally while the V&D Eindhoven is not a perfect 

orthogonal shape.

Results generated with the abstract rectangular version of the FRFF are used for the 

redevelopment design of the V&D Eindhoven. The results were used as a guideline 

because the complexity of the V&D Eindhoven prevented some apartments placing 

on the position in the generated result. Some apartments switched from position but, 

all apartments has been positioned in the floorplan at the end.

To conclude, this study resulted in an algorithm that assists an architect in solving 

reallotment challenges. The FRFF finds solutions that optimizes the use of available 
floor space. The study also provides insights over the amount of influence the 
developer or the required calculation time of the operator. If the starting condition 

is defined with precision to eliminate impossible solutions, the FRFF can spend 
its calculation time on potential solutions. A disadvantage of the FRFF is the 

unpredictable calculation time. This study proved that using a GA is possible by 

the redevelopment of a building. The GA was selected out of five design algorithms 
used in the build environment. New study with a different algorithm could give more 

insights on time performance of the algorithm and more research is recommended 

to realize an optimal GA for other type of buildings and enable the method into the 
market. Additional research to expand the FRFF is recommended. For example, by 

including vacancy times per apartment type in the results. The FRFF currently uses 

rectangular objects to define an apartment, other methods could improve the quality 
of results. Another method could be: placing walls that define an apartment. 

Generating optimized floorplans in an existing building is possible within a limited 
time frame. This study demonstrates that computational reallotment assistance to an 

architect is possible.
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Reflection

A research project as this demands a reflection on the process. The development 
of the fitness functions in the algorithm required more time than anticipated in the 
beginning. This was caused by struggles with the programming code. In hindsight, it 

would have been better if there had been a more solid knowledge of programming. 

The genetic algorithm is chosen as a design algorithm based on an analysis of five 
frequently used algorithms used in the built environment. A broader search might 

have produced a different algorithm that could have generated a faster or more 

detailed solution. 

The algorithm defines apartments with a rectangular shape. This method was 
chosen because the rectangle object is an object that can be used in different 

fitness function calculations, such as square meter size or intersection. Other 
methods for defining an apartment are not considered, because of time limitations. 
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Apartment 

Type
Square meter

Rent

(exl services)
€ per m2 Source

Studio 25 € 550,00 € 22,00 https://www.pararius.nl/ap-

partement-te-huur/eindhoven/

PR0001345561/lakerstraat

Studio 28 € 645,00 € 23,04 https://www.pararius.

nl/studio-te-huur/eind-

hoven/PR0001310464/

hertog-hendrik-van-brabantplein

Studio 29 € 500,00 € 17,24 https://www.pararius.nl/ap-

partement-te-huur/eindhoven/

PR0001338686/geldropseweg

Studio 30 € 575,00 € 19,17 https://www.pararius.nl/

studio-te-huur/eindhoven/

PR0001338155/stratumseind

Studio 29,1 € 447,71 € 15,39 http://www.vestide.nl/wonin-

gaanbod/ShowWon.aspx

Studio 32 € 550,00 € 17,19 http://www.vestide.nl/wonin-

gaanbod/ShowWon.aspx

Studio 35 € 450,00 € 12,86 https://www.pararius.nl/ap-

partement-te-huur/eindhoven/

PR0001343711/geldropseweg

1_Bedroom 40,9 € 513,00 € 12,54 http://www.vestide.nl/wonin-

gaanbod/ShowWon.aspx

1_Bedroom 55 € 695,00 € 12,64 https://www.pararius.nl/ap-

partement-te-huur/eindhoven/

PR0001334820/voorterweg

1_Bedroom 60 € 695,00 € 11,58 https://www.pararius.nl/

appartement-te-huur/eind-

hoven/PR0001345192/

hertog-hendrik-van-brabantplein

1_Bedroom 60 € 725,00 € 12,08 https://www.pararius.nl/ap-

partement-te-huur/eindhoven/

PR0001339366/limburglaan

1_Bedroom 60 € 750,00 € 12,50 https://www.pararius.nl/ap-

partement-te-huur/eindhoven/

PR0001298025/pastoriestraat

2_Bedroom 68 € 737,00 € 10,84 https://www.pararius.nl/ap-

partement-te-huur/eindhoven/

PR0001332453/strijpsestraat

2_Bedroom 80 € 775,00 € 9,69 https://www.pararius.nl/ap-

partement-te-huur/eindhoven/

PR0001347546/stratumsedijk

Appendix 1 - Rental apartment analysis
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2_Bedroom 82 € 835,00 € 10,18 https://www.pararius.nl/

appartement-te-huur/eind-

hoven/PR0001346548/

gerard-philipslaan

3_Bedroom 100 € 855,00 € 8,55 https://www.pararius.nl/ap-

partement-te-huur/eindhoven/

PR0001344825/nederlandplein

3_Bedroom 120 € 1.050,00 € 8,75 https://www.pararius.nl/

appartement-te-huur/eind-

hoven/PR0001323569/

petrus-dondersstraat

Penthouse 165 € 1.600,00 € 9,70 https://www.pararius.nl/

appartement-te-huur/eind-

hoven/PR0001337144/

frederik-van-eedenplein

Penthouse 177 € 2.995,00 € 16,92 https://www.pararius.nl/

appartement-te-huur/eind-

hoven/PR0001341861/

alberdingk-thijmlaan

Penthouse 200 € 2.025,00 € 10,13 https://www.pararius.nl/

appartement-te-huur/eind-

hoven/PR0001333840/

anton-philipslaan

Total € 176,14

Average € 11,74
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Aspect Criterion

Location

Urban Situation Office on remote industrial zone  ☐   

Office in the middle of an office park  ☐   

Office in area defined as priority area for offices  ☐   

Land property Land rent  ☐   

Vacancy Vacant more than one year  ☑  Choice of own-

er - for necessary 

maintenance

Vacancy of surrounding buildings  ☑   

Character of urban situation Location on or near city edge, ring roads  ☐   

Desolated area  ☐   

No greenery in the neighbourhood  ☑   

Social depreciation, vandalism  ☐   

Pollution; smell, noise, view  ☑   

Distance and quality of 

facilities

Shop for daily errands  > 1km  ☐   

Meeting place (cafe ́, snack bar, etc)  >500m  ☐   

Bank/post office  > 2km  ☐   

Basic medical facilities (doctor, pharmacy) > 5 km  ☐   

Sport facilities (fitness, swimming pool, sports park) > 2km  ☐   

Educational facilities (nursery, school, university) > 2km  ☐   

Accessibility by public 

transport

Distance to station > 2km  ☐   

Distance to bus, metro, tram stop > 1km  ☐   

Accessibility by car; parking Many obstacles, limitations, poor flow  ☑   

Distance to parking place > 250m  ☐   

<1 parking place/100 m2 dwelling realisable  ☐   

Appendix 2 - Quick-scan of Geraedts and van der Voordt 2002
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Aspect Criterion

Building

Year of construction Building was built or renovated recently (three years)  ☐   

Character of the building Unrecognisable, non-eloquent  ☑   

Poor maintenance  ☑  

Extensibility Not extensible horizontally  ☑  

Not extensible vertically  ☐    

Structure Structure in technically bad condition  ☐   

Dense structural grid, < 3.6m  ☐   

Dimensions Net storey height < 2.6m  ☐   

Façade Façade openings not adaptable

Impossible to create windows which can be opened manually  ☐   

Daylight entry < 10 percent of the living area  ☐   

Entrance (building, 

dwelling)

Impossible to create a socially secure entrance  ☐  difficult

Impossible to realize elevator in the building (if more than four floors)  ☐   

Distance from dwelling to stairs/elevator  > 50m  ☐   

Impossible to realise escape stairs according to escape demands  ☐   

Installations No or insufficient conduits realisable  ☐   

Environment Noise level at the façade > 50dB  ☑  unknown

Sufficient isolation between dwellings impossible  ☐   

Sufficient isolation of façade impossible  ☐   

Presence of dangerous materials in construction  ☑  Asbestose, 

however removal is 

planned

No or little sunlight  ☐   

Criteria for low transformation potential (the greater the number of checkmarks, the higher the risk and the lower the transfor-

mation potential)
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run:

[ 0, 92, 53, 44, 32 ]

[ 1, 102, 35, 44, 32 ]

[ 2, 54, 31, 34, 32 ]

[ 3, 119, 24, 23, 32 ]

[ 4, 73, 26, 20, 32 ]

[ 5, 107, 28, 20, 32 ]

[ 6, 37, 37, 43, 32 ]

[ 7, 18, 22, 25, 32 ]

[ 8, 24, 37, 42, 32 ]

[ 9, 5, 32, 48, 32 ]

[ 10, 122, 36, 29, 32 ]

[ 11, 126, 20, 28, 32 ]

[ 12, 1, 19, 27, 32 ]

[ 13, 10, 27, 38, 32 ]

[ 14, 59, 54, 43, 32 ]

[ 15, 14, 27, 41, 32 ]

[ 16, 29, 38, 44, 32 ]

[ 17, 21, 19, 29, 32 ]

[ 18, 85, 39, 28, 32 ]

[ 19, 77, 55, 44, 32 ]

[ 20, 42, 37, 29, 32 ]

[ 21, 34, 20, 26, 32 ][ 1.0 ]

Appendix 3 - Generated FRFF results
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run:

[ 0, 25, 56, 39, 32 ]

[ 1, 35, 38, 29, 32 ]

[ 2, 97, 35, 32, 32 ]

[ 3, 4, 32, 34, 32 ]

[ 4, 92, 35, 32, 32 ]

[ 5, 53, 38, 29, 32 ]

[ 6, 88, 27, 20, 32 ]

[ 7, 32, 22, 25, 32 ]

[ 8, 128, 28, 19, 32 ]

[ 9, 60, 36, 29, 32 ]

[ 10, 124, 36, 30, 32 ]

[ 11, 22, 20, 26, 32 ]

[ 12, 17, 28, 19, 32 ]

[ 13, 13, 32, 33, 32 ]

[ 14, 78, 29, 36, 32 ]

[ 15, 120, 36, 29, 32 ]

[ 16, 0, 31, 34, 32 ]

[ 17, 42, 37, 30, 32 ]

[ 18, 9, 21, 26, 32 ]

[ 19, 73, 31, 36, 32 ]

[ 20, 83, 33, 32, 32 ]

[ 21, 105, 26, 20, 32 ][ 1.0 ]
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run:

[ 0, 24, 56, 39, 32 ]

[ 1, 15, 31, 34, 32 ]

[ 2, 74, 28, 20, 32 ]

[ 3, 123, 36, 30, 32 ]

[ 4, 104, 29, 36, 32 ]

[ 5, 90, 29, 36, 32 ]

[ 6, 59, 28, 39, 32 ]

[ 7, 55, 36, 30, 32 ]

[ 8, 127, 28, 19, 32 ]

[ 9, 35, 28, 19, 32 ]

[ 10, 4, 31, 35, 32 ]

[ 11, 118, 36, 29, 32 ]

[ 12, 48, 36, 29, 32 ]

[ 13, 12, 21, 25, 32 ]

[ 14, 31, 29, 37, 32 ]

[ 15, 94, 26, 20, 32 ]

[ 16, 51, 28, 19, 32 ]

[ 17, 71, 22, 24, 32 ]

[ 18, 19, 30, 35, 32 ]

[ 19, 0, 27, 19, 32 ]

[ 20, 8, 30, 35, 32 ]

[ 21, 84, 45, 36, 32 ]

[ 22, 79, 32, 32, 32 ]

[ 23, 100, 32, 32, 32 ]

[ 24, 39, 26, 20, 32 ][ 1.0 ]
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run:

[ 0, 118, 40, 39, 32 ]

[ 1, 72, 20, 28, 32 ]

[ 2, 33, 36, 29, 32 ]

[ 3, 86, 42, 40, 32 ]

[ 4, 52, 40, 39, 32 ]

[ 5, 93, 55, 40, 32 ]

[ 6, 60, 48, 33, 32 ]

[ 7, 106, 32, 32, 32 ]

[ 8, 100, 34, 32, 32 ]

[ 9, 6, 34, 31, 32 ]

[ 10, 57, 27, 20, 32 ]

[ 11, 45, 20, 26, 32 ]

[ 12, 75, 35, 32, 32 ]

[ 13, 19, 38, 28, 32 ]

[ 14, 123, 40, 27, 32 ]

[ 15, 80, 27, 40, 32 ]

[ 16, 1, 26, 21, 32 ]

[ 17, 13, 45, 36, 32 ]

[ 18, 38, 34, 31, 32 ]

[ 19, 24, 42, 38, 32 ]

[ 20, 30, 24, 22, 32 ]

[ 21, 127, 28, 20, 32 ][ 1.0 ]
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run:

[ 0, 109, 48, 34, 32 ]

[ 1, 80, 28, 20, 32 ]

[ 2, 64, 29, 36, 32 ]

[ 3, 106, 24, 22, 32 ]

[ 4, 61, 20, 28, 32 ]

[ 5, 57, 29, 36, 32 ]

[ 6, 68, 32, 32, 32 ]

[ 7, 89, 33, 32, 32 ]

[ 8, 51, 34, 31, 32 ]

[ 9, 72, 32, 32, 32 ]

[ 10, 103, 28, 19, 32 ][ 1.0 ]
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run:

[ 0, 89, 46, 36, 32 ]

[ 1, 69, 32, 32, 32 ]

[ 2, 73, 26, 20, 32 ]

[ 3, 106, 28, 19, 32 ]

[ 4, 58, 32, 32, 32 ]

[ 5, 103, 28, 20, 32 ]

[ 6, 66, 23, 24, 32 ]

[ 7, 80, 22, 24, 32 ]

[ 8, 62, 29, 36, 32 ]

[ 9, 109, 28, 19, 32 ]

[ 10, 53, 22, 25, 32 ][ 1.0 ]



141

run:

[ 0, 51, 44, 38, 32 ]

[ 1, 64, 29, 36, 32 ]

[ 2, 57, 32, 32, 32 ]

[ 3, 72, 34, 32, 32 ]

[ 4, 61, 19, 28, 32 ]

[ 5, 89, 46, 36, 32 ]

[ 6, 106, 40, 28, 32 ]

[ 7, 110, 20, 27, 32 ]

[ 8, 103, 24, 22, 32 ]

[ 9, 68, 32, 32, 32 ]

[ 10, 80, 27, 20, 32 ][ 1.0 ]
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